Doing it with Diesel on the Santa Fe

Hauling mile-long freight over steep mountainous grades calls for plenty of head-end power. Santa Fe is providing a lot of that power with the greatest fleet of 5400 horsepower Diesels in American railroading. 68 of these blue and yellow "head-ends" - the most powerful freight Diesels in the world - are now in operation over the toughest mountain climbs on the Santa Fe - and more are on order.

Santa Fe's dieselization program is another important step in getting the war freight through faster along "The Route to Tokyo" - and in providing the most modern freight equipment to meet transportation needs in the days of peace to come.

SANTA FE SYSTEM LINES

Ah . . . That it's Summer

For the between-meals snacks that help keep you going during the "dog days," make your own malts, sundaes and shakes easily from Gilt Edge ice cream. The children will love their own "soda fountain."

Your favorite summer dessert - pure sweet Gilt Edge Ice Cream - takes no precious sugar, comes ready to serve. It is a perfect dessert alone or combined with the fresh fruits of the season.
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